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Faithfully Serving Science

Dean Golemis, Managing Editor

There is a bookshelf here at
     McCrone Research Insti-
tute packed tightly with
nearly every issue of The Mi-
croscope since its inception in
1937 — long before McRI
founder Dr. Walter C.
McCrone took the journal
under his wing in 1962. With
73 years of printed matter, the
shelf of journals is a treasure-trove of microscopy in-
formation. Flipping through the pages of older issues,
it’s fascinating and fun to read about the research, tech-
niques and instrumentation that emerged from mi-
croscopists’ labs in decades past.

As we observe the 50th anniversary of McRI, it’s
worthwhile to note that alongside all of the quality
microscopy courses that the Institute has taught over
the years, it has passionately served the scientific com-
munity by continually publishing The Microscope. The
goal of the journal is, of course, to enlighten microsco-
pists in all research fields through articles that expand
their knowledge of the microscope and help them bet-
ter utilize their instruments for an ultimate benefit to
humanity. We accomplish this by acquiring research
papers, Tricks of the Trade and other articles most rel-
evant to today’s light and electron microscopists.

Beginning with this issue, we are including se-
lected papers from the Journal of American Society of Trace
Evidence Examiners, a Web-only publication launched
in June 2010 by the newly formed American Society of
Trace Evidence Examiners (ASTEE). (See “Microspec-
trophotometry (MSP) of Blood – An Update” by Larry
K. Peterson on page 81.) Through our editorial part-
nership with ASTEE, we will provide readers with fo-
rensic articles written by many of the field’s top re-
searchers. To learn more about ASTEE, please visit
www.asteetrace.org.

Also new to The Microscope is Brian J. Ford’s  Criti-
cal Focus column. Ford, a diligent scientist with more

than 40 years under his scope,
writes in-depth reports on
how microscopy today re-
lates to the wider scientific
community and society in
general. Turn to page 69, for
his brow-raising look at cur-
rent efforts to create synthetic
life, and what this means to
microscopists.

Even for a quarterly journal, finding quality con-
tent to fill an issue sometimes proves to be a tall or-
der. We accomplish this through a network of profes-
sional microscopists, many of whom attend McRI’s
annual Inter/Micro conference in Chicago. In July, we
hosted the 63rd annual Inter/Micro, where amateurs
and professionals alike working in environmental ser-
vices, forensics, materials analysis, conservation and
pharmaceuticals (to name just a few industries) gath-
ered to discuss their latest research and show the
various techniques and instruments they use to ply
their craft. (Abstracts of Inter/Micro 2010 presenta-
tions will appear in the next issue.) It’s inspiring to
attend this week-long conference and witness such
diverse knowledge shared among people of various
scientific backgrounds, who use microscopes in their
own specialized way.

In the issues to come, we will be publishing pa-
pers based on these Inter/Micro presentations, most of
which have never appeared elsewhere. At the same
time, we encourage readers who conduct research to
submit their own articles to the body of scientific
knowledge that The Microscope has faithfully promoted
throughout its esteemed history.


